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Abstract

This paper reports on a study of trimuon events induced by neutrino interactions in the
CHORUS calorimeter exposed to the CERN SPS wide-band νµ beam. Among the mul-
timuon events produced in the calorimeter, 42 µ−µ−µ+ events were selected and their
kinematical properties investigated. In the past, several groups collected a sample of about
one hundred events of this type but their source was largely unknown. Taking advantage
of experimental data presently available on the production and muonic branching ratios of
light neutral mesons and resonances, we make absolute predictions for the expected rates
in our experiment. Detailed Monte Carlo simulations described in this article show that
more than half of the trimuon events can be attributed to this source. Muons from π− and
K

− decays in charm dimuon events are responsible for an additional ≈25% contribution
to the total µ−µ−µ+ rate. The remaining 25% of events are likely to come from the inter-
nal bremsstrahlung of virtual photons into a muon pair. Associated-charm production with
subsequent decays of both charmed particles into muons is a negligible source of trimuon
events.

To be published in Physics Letters B
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1 Introduction
Trimuon production in neutrino interactions was first observed at FNAL [1] and at CERN

[2] more than 25 years ago. Detailed studies were later performed by the CDHS [3] and the
HPWF [4] groups, that in total collected about one hundred events with three muons, mostly
µ−µ−µ+ in the final state with an observed rate of ∼10−5 of charged-current (CC) νµ interac-
tions. It was established that trimuons were mostly of a hadronic origin, with a contribution from
internal bremsstrahlung, a process well understood theoretically [5], in which a muon or a quark
from a CC interaction emits a µ−µ+ pair. This process has a characteristic kinematical property
(see Section 5), which separates it quite effectively from events of a non-electromagnetic nature.

The CHORUS experiment [6] aimed to search for νµ → ντ oscillations and study charm
physics in the CERN SPS wide-band νµ beam using an emulsion target. In addition, a large
sample of neutrino events originating from its massive calorimeter was recorded. In this paper
properties of trimuon events found in this sample are investigated with the aim of identifying
their sources. Detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, including rare decays of light neutral
mesons and resonances (η, η′, ρ, ω and φ) are used, since we believe that they constitute a
substantial fraction of the observed event rate. It is possible to make absolute predictions for
the expected rates with the experimental data now available on the production rates and muonic
branching ratios of these light neutral mesons.

2 The experimental set-up
We have studied trimuon (3µ) production in the CHORUS detector [6] exposed to the

wide-band neutrino beam produced by 450 GeV protons from the CERN SPS. The average νµ

beam energy is 27 GeV, the contamination of ν̄µ is 6%. The 112-ton lead-scintillator calorimeter
[7] is used as an active target for multimuon events. It provides the reconstruction of the event
vertex, as well as the measurement of hadronic shower energy. The calorimeter consists of three
sections with decreasing granularity along the beam direction: electromagnetic (4 planes), the
first hadronic (5 planes) and the second hadronic (5 planes). The depths of these sections are
16 cm, 40 cm and 50 cm, respectively, giving a total of 5.2 interaction lengths.

The muon spectrometer located further downstream from the calorimeter identifies muons
and determines their trajectory, momentum, and charge.

It consists of six magnetised iron toroids, instrumented with scintillators, and tracking
detectors composed of drift chambers and limited streamer tubes. Muon momenta are deter-
mined from their curvature in the toroidal magnetic field. The momentum resolution varies
from ≈15% [8] in the 12÷28 GeV/c interval to 19% [6] at about 70 GeV/c, as measured with
test-beam muons.

The trigger system [9] of the CHORUS experiment has different types of triggers for
events originating from the emulsion, the calorimeter, and the muon spectrometer. For our pur-
pose we use the dimuon trigger, which requires a double-hit pattern in the calorimeter or a
multiple-hit pattern in the muon spectrometer. In addition, a downscaled one-muon trigger re-
quiring only a muon in the spectrometer allowed us to check the efficiency of the dimuon trigger
and to check the normalisation with respect to inclusive CC events.

3 Event selection
In total, 5.6 million events from 1995–1998 exposures recorded with the dimuon trigger

[9], were processed with the CHORUS reconstruction program. The sample corresponds to
≈ 4.9×1019 protons on the neutrino target. Most of these events contain one muon track and
an energetic hadronic shower. Some 4.6×105 events have two or more reconstructed tracks
crossing at least two spectrometer magnets (≥ 1 m of iron). Events were accepted with their
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interaction vertex inside a fiducial volume with a lateral size of 240×240 cm2 and within the
calorimeter planes from 5 to 11 to ensure a high dimuon trigger efficiency. The fiducial target
mass thus defined is 32 tons.

A detailed description of the event selection is given in Ref. [10] and therefore we men-
tion here only the essential information. Events with exactly three reconstructed tracks travers-
ing at least four spectrometer magnets were accepted as 3µ candidates. The transverse distance
between the tracks of any muon pair at the vertex plane was required to be less than 15 cm.
All muons were required to have momenta above 5 GeV/c at the vertex, after the correction for
energy losses (≈1 GeV) in the calorimeter. A cut on the quality of muon momentum reconstruc-
tion in the spectrometer (χ2

µ
/ndf ≤5) was also applied. These criteria were identical to those

used in an earlier CHORUS publication [11]. In addition, the number of reconstructed muon
tracks starting from the second magnet should be equal to three. Such a requirement protects
against events with fake muons due to shower leakage from the calorimeter into the spectrome-
ter. Furthermore, at least fourteen spectrometer scintillation counters out of a total twenty-four
are required to have a hit along each muon trajectory. This criterion being effective in the re-
jection of overlay muons. Forty-two µ−µ−µ+ and three µ−µ+µ+ events survived all these cuts.
No µ−µ−µ− and µ+µ+µ+ events passed the selection criteria.

The total number of dimuon events observed with the selections equivalent to those used
for trimuons is 15111 for µ−µ+, 2107 for µ−µ− and 66 for µ+µ+ sign combinations. It was
checked that the dimuon trigger efficiency is the same for 2µ and 3µ events (0.86 ± 0.05 and
0.85 ± 0.11, respectively). This sample corresponds to 17 × 106 deep-inelastic CC events with
10 ≤ Eν ≤ 200 GeV in the fiducial volume [12]. Correcting for the energy cuts, the total
number of CC interactions is then 18.0 × 106, in good agreement with the estimate of (18.4 ±

1.7)× 106 obtained from the number of observed dimuon events and assuming an average ratio
of dimuons to total CC cross-section of 0.0050 ± 0.0003 [13]. The observed ratio of number
of µ−µ−µ+ and single µ− events as a function of visible neutrino energy is shown in Fig. 1.
A direct comparison with the available experimental results is difficult since different selection
criteria have been adopted. However the results obtained in this paper are in agreement with
those quoted in Ref. [3a], provided similar selection criteria are applied. In particular, requiring
that the muon momentum be larger than 4.5 GeV/c and removing the selection on the quality
of the fit, for Eν ≥ 30 GeV, we obtain 3µ/1µ = (2.6 ± 0.2) × 10−5 to be compared with the
CDHS result of (3.3 ± 0.4) × 10−5, before any background subtraction.

It is expected that the decays of light neutral mesons and resonances, muonic decays of
charmed particles with an additional pion or kaon decay, and internal bremsstrahlung contribute
to trimuon production. Therefore we studied whether these sources could account for the ob-
served events.

4 Simulation
A detailed MC simulation was performed to clarify the origin of trimuon events. Physical

event generation was done with the CHORUS JETTA [14] package derived from LEPTO [15]
and JETSET [16]. GEANT 3.21 [17] was used for modelling the neutrino beam as well as for
simulation of the detector response in the complete set-up. MC events were then processed
with the CHORUS reconstruction program. The following sources of µ−µ−µ+ production were
considered:

1. νµCC events with rare decays of light neutral mesons and resonances into a muon pair.
Experimental data on production of η(548), ρ(770) and ω(782) in neutrino interactions
and on their muonic branching ratios [18] are currently available, see Table 1.1)
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Several bubble chamber experiments [19] and NOMAD [20] studied inclusive production
of ρ0. BEBC WA59 [21] also measured η and ω yields, albeit with a worse precision.
There is still no experimental evidence for neutrino production of η ′(958) and φ(1020)
states which also can decay into a µ−µ+-pair.
We forced η → γµ−µ+ and ρ→ µ−µ+ decay modes at the generation stage.2)

It should be noted that BEBC [21] and NOMAD [20] observed a discrepancy between
experimental ρ rates and those estimated with JETSET [16]. NOMAD [20] proposed to
retune some of the parameters used within JETSET to obtain better agreement. Therefore,
for the purpose of this analysis events were simulated both with the default setting and
with the setting proposed by NOMAD of key JETSET parameters, taking an average
between them as a result and half a difference as a systematic error. We used experimental
rates of light neutral mesons and resonances where available (Table 1) for normalization
purposes. The uncertainty introduced by the JETSET parameter settings (which amounts
to 20% at most) affects only the production of the η ′ and φ for which no experimental
data are available. This uncertainty is reflected in the error quoted in the table. However,
since the contribution from η′ and φ is small, the overall effect is less important.

Table 1: Yields and muonic branching ratios of neutral mesons and resonances together with the
number of trimuon events from this source in νµCC interactions. The rates for processes where
the reference is given as ‘MC’ are obtained from the model in Ref. [14].

Meson N/NCC Ref. Decay BR ×105 (N3µ/NCC) × 106

η(548) 0.196±0.056 [21] γµ−µ+ 31±4 61±20
ρ(770) 0.196±0.020 [20] µ−µ+ 4.60±0.28 9.0±1.0
ω(782) 0.130±0.031 [21] µ−µ+ 9.0±3.1 11.7±4.9
ω(782) 0.130±0.031 [21] π0µ−µ+ 9.6±2.3 12.5±4.3
η′(958) 0.043±0.005 MC γµ−µ+ 10.4±2.6 4.5±1.2
φ(1020) 0.0057±0.0005 MC µ−µ+ 28.7±2.0 1.64±0.18

2. Charm dimuon νµCC and ν̄µCC events, with a leptonic decay of the charmed particle
and an extra muon from a leptonic π± or K± decay, as well as ordinary charged-current
events with two extra muons from π± or K± decays.
To estimate the contribution from this source to the total 3µ rate and to validate the MC,
large samples of 2µ events were generated and passed through the same selection chain as
3µ events (see above). The merged MC sample consists of (18.6±1.9)% CC events with
one extra pion or kaon decay and 81.4% CC events with charm production and its sub-
sequent leptonic decay. These numbers were estimated with the MC sample of ordinary
charged-current events, by counting the number of muons from pion and kaon decays
accepted by the selection criteria used for this analysis. Dimuon events from this sam-
ple were compared with the CHORUS data. The average dimuon selection efficiency is
0.13±0.01. The observed distributions of the muon momenta and the angles with respect
to the initial neutrino direction for µ−µ+ events, shown in Fig. 2, are well described by
the MC. The predicted and the observed relative rates of µ−µ−, µ+µ+ and µ−µ+ events

1) At the time when CDHS and HPWF reported their results on trimuons this was not the case.
2) JETSET does not contain muonic decays of ω, η′ and φ. Instead we forced ω → π−π+, ω → π−π+π0,

η′ → γρ → γµ−µ+ and φ → K
−
K

+ decay modes and replaced by hand pions or kaons with muons. Mass
effects in the rates which are significant in the case of φ → K

−
K

+ have been corrected for.
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agree, see Table 2. Since the like sign dimuon events are dominated by decays of pi-
ons and kaons, this agreement validates our calculations of the trimuon events from this
source.

Table 2: Relative rates of dimuon events
Sample N−−/N−+ N++/N−+

Present data 0.139±0.007 0.0044±0.0005
Combined MC 0.121±0.013 0.0034±0.0015

More exotic sources of trimuons could be associated-charm production (cc̄) with both
charmed particles decaying muonically and J/ψ → µ+µ− production in CC interactions. Re-
cently, one event with a topology compatible with cc̄ production was detected in the CHORUS
emulsion target [22]. Based on Ref. [23] we estimated the total rate of cc̄ (including muonic
branching ratio) to be as small as ≈3 × 10−7 of the total νµCC cross-section. This process is
therefore negligible. Recent estimates based on the non-relativistic QCD approach [24], as well
as older calculations [23], indicate that J/ψ production in CC also has a too small cross-section
to be observed in CHORUS.

5 Results and conclusions
The absolute normalization of the data and the MC samples is based on the number of

µ−µ+ events which survived the cuts. We took the average ratio of 2µ and total CC cross-
sections at our energies as σ(2µ)/σ(CC) = 0.0050±0.0003 following Ref. [13]. Note that this
is physical ratio, i.e. before any experimental cuts applied. Normalization factors obtained in this
manner are in 5% agreement with those found with an alternative method using CC interaction
rates [12] measured in CHORUS as a starting point.

The MC predicts 8.3±2.8 µ−µ−µ+ events from charm dimuon events with an additional
π−/K− decay. The error is dominated by MC statistics. A systematic error due to uncertainties
in parton distributions and fragmentation functions is 10%.

The contribution from CC interactions with two extra muons from π± or K± decays is
estimated to be less than one event [10].

In principle, the vector meson production and muon bremsstrahlung processes would
be more naturally normalised to the number of inclusive CC events. However, since the two
methods agree within 5% we have chosen to normalise to the inclusive dimuon rate. This has
the advantage that the dimuons and trimuons share the same trigger conditions, and therefore
this method can be considered as ”internal normalisation”.

The expected numbers of trimuons from muonic decays of light neutral mesons and res-
onances are summarized in Table 3. The total contribution from this source is 23.1±5.0 events.
The selection efficiency is given in the table and varies from 1.0% for η to 2.7% for φ. The
errors include uncertainties in the branching ratios and yields, the MC systematic errors, and
the uncertainty of the normalization (10%). The MC systematics was evaluated by varying the
JETSET key parameters as described in Section 4.

The sources of trimuon events discussed so far account for all but 10.6 of the observed
events. To investigate the consistency of this result with the expectation from the internal
bremsstrahlung process, we use the fact that its kinematics has a characteristic feature. Figure
3(a) shows the distribution of the angle φ1,23 between the leading µ−3) and the vector sum of
momenta of the two other muons in the plane perpendicular to the initial neutrino direction. As
3) Following Ref. [3a] “we take as the leading muon that negative muon for which the sum of the absolute values
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Table 3: Number of expected trimuon events (N3µ) and their selection efficiency (ε3µ) from the
MC

Decay N3µ ±∆N3µ ε3µ ±∆ε3µ

η → γµ−µ+ 11.2± 4.5 0.010± 0.002
ρ→ µ−µ+ 2.8± 0.7 0.017± 0.004
ω → µ−µ+ 3.8± 1.7 0.018± 0.003
ω → π0µ−µ+ 3.0± 1.0 0.013± 0.002
η′ → γµ−µ+ 1.5± 0.5 0.018± 0.004
φ→ µ−µ+ 0.8± 0.2 0.027± 0.005

was shown in Refs. [5] and [3(a)], about two thirds of the events from internal bremsstrahlung
have φ1,23 ≤ 90◦. Using this feature, we normalized the theoretical curve quoted in Ref. [3(a)]
to 5.7±3.0 events in the interval φ1,23 ≤ 90◦, which are left after subtraction of the expected
contribution from charm dimuon events with an additional π−/K− decay and light neutral me-
son decays. The estimated contribution of internal bremsstrahlung at φ1,23 ≥ 90◦ is 2.9±1.5
events.

The invariant-mass distribution for the non-leading µ−µ+-pair is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
cut φ1,23 ≥ 90◦ was applied to suppress the contribution from the internal bremsstrahlung. The
MC describes the data reasonably well.

In conclusion, 42 neutrino-induced µ−µ−µ+ events were observed and their origin ac-
counted for. Detailed GEANT-based MC simulations showed that 23.1±5.0 events are expected
to come from rare muonic decays of neutral mesons and resonances, mostly from η and ω.
Therefore, rare decays of light mesons, abundantly produced in neutrino–nucleon interactions,
are an important source of µ−µ−µ+ events, accounting for more than a half of all trimuons and
almost three quarters of those having a hadronic origin. Another 8.3±2.8 events are predicted to
be from muonic decays of charmed particles with an additional π/K decay. Finally, the contri-
bution from internal bremsstrahlung of virtual photons into a muon pair is estimated as 8.6±4.5
events. Associated-charm production with subsequent decays of both charmed particles into
muons is negligible.
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Figure 1: Ratio of number of µ−µ−µ+ and single µ− events survived the cuts as a function of
visible neutrino energy. The visible energy is defined as a scalar sum of muon momenta and
shower energy.
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Figure 2: Kinematical distributions of µ−µ+ events (solid histograms are the data and dashed
histograms are the MC predictions):
(a) µ− momentum; (b) µ+ momentum; (c) µ− angle; (d) µ+ angle.
The merged MC sample was normalized to the data sample to have the same number of events
survive the cuts.
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Figure 3: (a) Angle φ1,23 between the leading µ− and the vector sum of momenta of the two other
muons in the plane perpendicular to the initial neutrino direction in µ−µ−µ+ events. The solid
hatched histogram shows the data and the filled histograms are the MC predictions (see text).
The bottom hatched histogram is only internal bremsstrahlung, the middle hatched histogram
is internal bremsstrahlung plus charm and π/K muonic decays, and the top hatched histogram
represents all sources.
(b) Invariant-mass for the non-leading µ−µ+-pair in µ−µ−µ+ events having φ1,23 ≥ 90◦

(solid unhatched histogram is the data and hatched histogram is the MC). Here the internal
bremsstrahlung contribution was neglected.
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